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Introduction
This paper explores the nature of graphic language documents from the perspective of the
document's structure as a spatially-oriented object in order to identify existing and potential
methodologies for representation and classification of images in the electronic environment.
Drawing upon the Bauhaus concept that form (or structure) follows function and design
principles derived from Gestalt theory, it addresses the relationship that exists between structure
and function in the broad domain ofgraphic language documents.
The human preference for image over text, dating back at least 40,000 years to our
Stone Age ancestors, continues to inspire the mysteries and technology of human
communications and information storage. Over time, we've learned that written
words are easier to store and disseminate, ultimately propelling text to the status
of medium of choice. But technological developments are putting images back in
the picture as new capabilities allow for creating, storing, managing, and
distributing visual information in images and video. (Diane Crawford)
There is general agreement that the term document must be understood to include not only
written text but graphic images, pictures, and objects as well. Twyman's (1979) definition of
graphic language as two-dimensional, intentional, visible communication leads to an understanding
of graphic language documents as subsuming any traditional alphanumeric text" as well as any
combination of text, graphics, and/or pictures. In the digital environment, Twyman's definition of
graphic language documents can be applied to all displays of signs and symbols to reconcile the
traditional text-based document with the image as document. Within a digital system, there is no
difference between the representation of an alphanumeric text and a picture: each format simply
requires a different internal code for processing the ones and zeros that constitute the digital
display. Each letter code is individually manifested as an array ofpixels or picture elements that
conform to Gestalt principles of structural relationship to create the image on the digital display:
that is, each pixel is either on or off so that the spatial arrangement of the one/off picture
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